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Lecture 4 Introduction to Quantitative Genetics II: Resemblance between relatives Claus Ekstrøm. Aug 2004. Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Denmark. Large parts of these notes are shamelessly stolen (or only modified slightly) from previous lecture notes by Bruce Walsh.



Heritability The heritability of a trait, a central concept in quantitative genetics, is the proportion of variation among individuals in a population that is due to variation in the additive genetic (i.e., breeding) values of individuals: Variance of breeding values VA = h2 = VP Phenotypic Variance Since an individual’s phenotype can be directly scored, the phenotypic variance VP can be estimated from measurements made directly on the random breeding population. In contrast, an individual’s breeding value cannot be observed directly, but rather must be inferred from the mean value of its offspring (or more generally using the phenotypic values of other known relatives). Thus estimates of VA require known collections of relatives. One of the most common situations are comparisons between parents and their offspring or comparisons among sibs. We can classify relatives as either ancestral (when we have measurements on one or both parents and k offspring) or collateral (when we have measurements on k offspring in each family but not the parents), and initially we focus here on designs with just one type of relative. In a more general pedigree, information from both kinds of relatives is present. Narrow- vs. board-sense heritability The reason for our focus on the heritability is that it determines the degree of resemblance between parents and offspring (or indeed between any two relatives), which in turn determines the response to selection. In particular, the slope of a midparent-offspring regression is just h2 = VA /VP (see textbook p. 48–50). The fact that the regression involves midparents implies sexual reproduction. In many plant breeding settings, the parent-offspring regression involves asexual clones of the single parent. In this case, the parent-offspring regression has slope given by the broad-sense heritability, H 2 = VG /VP , where VG is the cumulative effect of all genetic factors and not only the additive genetic effects. When we refer to heritability (without making use of either h2 or H 2 ), we are by default referring to the narrow-sense heritability h2 . Use of the board-sense heritability H 2 is generally restricted to discussions of clones (such as identical twins or asexual propagates of an individual). While H 2 gives the total fraction of variation in a trait due to differences in genotypic values, for sexually reproducing species only variation in breeding values is (easily) converted into selection response. Hence, h2 rather than H 2 is a better measure for sexual species of the fraction of (easily) usable genetic variance.



Phenotypic resemblance between relatives Two of the key concepts in genetics are that: The amount of phenotypic resemblance among relatives for the trait provides an indication of the amount of genetic variation for the trait. Further, if trait variation has a significant genetic basis, the closer the relatives, the more similar their appearance. We now will use the covariance (and the related measures of correlations and regression slopes) to quantify the phenotypic resemblance between relatives. Quantitative genetics as a field traces back to R. A. Fisher ’s 1918 paper showing how to use the phenotypic covariances to estimate genetic variances, whereby the phenotypic covariance between relatives is expressed in terms of genetic variances, as we detail below.
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1. Parent-offspring regressions. There are three types of parent-offspring regressions: two single parent-offspring regressions (plotting offspring mean versus either the trait value in their father Pf or their mother Pm ), and the midparent-offspring regression (the offspring mean regressed on the mean of their parents, the midparent M P = (Pf + Pm )/2). The slope of the (single) parent-offspring regression is estimated by bO|P =



Cov(O, P ) , Var(P )



where O is the mean trait value in the offspring of a parent i. One could compute separate regressions using males (Pm ) and females (Pf ), although the later potentially includes maternal effect contributions and hence single-parent regressions usually restricted to fathers. The midparentoffspring regression slope is estimated by bO|MP =



Cov(O, M P ) , Var(M P )



where O is the mean trait value in the offspring of a pair of parents and the parents have an average trait value M P . Notice that all of the three regressions involve the covariance between parents and their offspring. 2. Collateral relationships: ANOVA.. Collateral relatives belong to the same class or category while parents and offspring belong to different classes. Therefore, the covariance between parents and offspring is an interclass (between-class) covariance, while the covariance between collateral relatives is an intraclass (within-class) covariance. The analysis of variance (ANOVA), first proposed in Fisher ’s 1918 paper, is used to estimate intraclass covariances. Under the simplest ANOVA framework, we can consider the total variance of a trait to consist of two components: a between-group (also called the among-group) component (for example, differences in the mean value of different families) and a within-group component (the variation in trait value within each family). The total variance is the sum of the between and within group variances, Var(T ) = Var(B) + Var(W ) A key feature of ANOVA is that the between-group variance equals the within-group covariance. Thus, the larger the covariance between members of a family, the larger the fraction of total variation that is attributed to differences between family means. To see this point, consider the extreme patterns of phenotypes in full sib families shown in figure 1. Situation 1: Here the between group variance Var(B) = 2.5, and the within-group variance Var(W ) = 0.2. This gives a total phenotypic variance of VP = Var(T ) = Var(B) + Var(W ) = 2.7. Here: • members of a family resemble each other more closely than they do members of other families • there are large differences in average phenotype between families The resulting intraclass correlation t is t=



Cov(full sibs) Var(B) = = 0.93 VP VP



where we have used the ANOVA identity that the between-group variance equals the within-group covariance (here, the covariance between full sibs). Situation 2: Suppose the total (phenotypic) variance is the same as in situation 1, with Var(T ) = VP = 2.7. However, suppose there is no between-group variance (Var(B) = 0), implying that Var(W ) = 2.7 and the intraclass correlation is t = 0. Here: • members of a family resemble each other no more than they do members of other families
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Figure 1: Extreme patterns of phenotypes in full sib families. • there are no significant differences in average phenotype between families • phenotypic resemblance is low, so genetic variation is low Note that phenotypic resemblance among relatives can equivalently be consider as a measure of the similarity among a group of relatives for the phenotype of a quantitative trait (the covariance of family members), or the difference in phenotype between different families (the between-group variance).



Causes of phenotypic covariance among relatives Relatives resemble each other for quantitative traits more than they do unrelated members of the population for two potential reasons: • relatives share genes. The closer the relationship, the higher the proportion of shared genes • relatives share environments The Genetic Covariance Between Relatives The Genetic Covariance Cov(Gx , Gy ) = covariance of the genotypic values (Gx , Gy ) of the related individuals x and y. We will first show how the genetic covariances between parent and offspring, full sibs, and half sibs depend on the genetic variances VA and VD . We will then discuss how these covariances are estimated in practice. Genetic covariances arise because two related individuals are more likely to share alleles than are two unrelated individuals. Sharing alleles means having alleles that are identical by descent (IBD): namely
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that both copies of an allele can be traced back to a single copy in a recent common ancestor. Alleles can also be identical in state but not identical by descent (see also below for more on IBD and IBS). For example, consider the offspring of two parents and label the four allelic copies in the parents by 1–4, independent of whether or not any are identical in state. Parents: A1 A2 × A3 A4 Offspring: o1 = A1 A3



o2 = A1 A4



o3 = A1 A3



o4 = A2 A4



Here, o1 and o2 share one allele IBD, o1 and o3 share two alleles IBD, o1 and o4 share no alleles IBD. The frequency of IBD scores for a pair of individuals will depend solely on their relationship whereas the frequency of IBS scores for the same pair will not only depend on the relationship but also on the allele frequencies in the population. For instance, two full siblings will share 0, 1 or 2 alleles IBD with marginal probability ( 41 , 21 , 14 ), respectively. Assuming that a given marker has 2 equifrequent alleles, the 1 12 19 probability of IBS scores for a pair of full sibs is ( 32 , 32 , 32 ) for 0, 1 and 2 alleles IBS. The corresponding 21 132 103 probability vector for a marker with 4 equifrequent alleles is ( 256 , 256 , 256 ), and when the number of alleles increases the IBS probability vector converges to the IBD probability vector (assuming that the relative size of any of the allele frequencies are non-negligible). 1. Offspring and one parent. What is the covariance of the genotypic values of an offspring (Go ) and its parent (Gp )? Denoting the two parental alleles at a given locus by A1 A2 , since a parent and its offspring share exactly one allele, one allele in the offspring came from the parent (say A1 ), while the other offspring allele (denoted A3 ) came from the other parent. To consider the genetic contributions from a parent to its offspring, write the genotypic value of the parent as Gp = A + D. We can further decompose this by considering the contribution from each parental allele to the overall breeding value, with A = α1 + α2 , and we can write the genotypic value of the parent as Gp = α1 + α2 + D12 where D12 denotes the dominance deviation for an A1 A2 genotype. Likewise, the genotypic value of its offspring is Go = α1 + α3 + D13 , giving Cov(Go , Gp ) = Cov(α1 + α2 + D12 , α1 + α3 + D13 ) Since α and D are constructed to be independent, they are uncorrelated. Further,  Var(A)/2 if x = y, i.e., IBD Cov(αx , αy ) = 0 if x 6= y, i.e., not IBD The last identity follows since Var(A) = Var(α1 + α2 ) = 2Var(α1 ), so that Var(α1 ) = Cov(α1 , α1 ) = Var(A)/2 Hence, when individuals share one allele IBD, they share half the additive genetic variance. Likewise,  Var(D) if xy = wz, i.e., both alleles are IBD Cov(Dxy , Dwz ) = 0 if xy 6= wz, i.e., both alleles not IBD Two individuals only share the dominance variance when they share both alleles. Using the above identities we get Cov(Go , Gp ) = Cov(α1 , α1 ) = Var(A)/2 2. Half-sibs. Here, one parent is shared, the other is drawn at random from the population. The genetic covariance between half-sibs is the covariance of the genetic values between o1 and o2 . To compute this, consider a single locus. First note that o1 and o2 share either one allele IBD (from the father) or no alleles IBD (since the mothers are assumed unrelated, these sibs cannot share both alleles IBD as they share no maternal alleles IBD). The probability that o1 and o2 both receive the same allele from the male is one-half (because whichever allele the male passes to o1 , the probability that he passes the same allele to o2 is one-half). In this case, the two offspring have one allele IBD, and the contribution to the genetic covariance when this occurs is Cov(α1 , α1 ) = Var(A)/2. When o1 and o2 share no alleles IBD, they have no genetic covariance. 4



Thus, genetic covariance between half sibs as Cov(Go1 , Go2 ) = Var(A)/4 3. Full-Sibs. Full sibs have both parents in common, What is the covariance of genotypic values of two full sibs? Three cases are possible when considering pairs of full sibs: they can share either 0, 1, or 2 alleles IBD. Applying the same approach as for half sibs, if we can compute: 1) the probability of each case; and 2) the contribution to the genetic covariance for each case. Each full sib receives one paternal and one maternal allele. The probability that each sib receives the same paternal allele is 1/2, which is also the probability each sib receives the same maternal allele. Hence, 1 1 1 · = 2 2 4 1 1 1 Pr(0 alleles IBD) = Pr( paternal allele not IBD) Pr( maternal allele not IBD) = · = 2 2 4 1 1 1 Pr(1 allele IBD) = 1 - Pr(2 alleles IBD) - Pr(0 alleles IBD) = (= 2 · · ) 2 2 2 We saw above that when two relatives share one allele IBD, the contribution to the genetic covariance is Var(A)/2. When two relatives share both alleles IBD, each has the same genotype at the locus being considered, and the contribution is Pr(2 alleles IBD) = Pr( paternal allele IBD) Pr( maternal allele IBD) =



Cov(α1 + α2 + D12 , α1 + α2 + D12 ) = Var(α1 + α2 + D12 ) = Var(A) + Var(D) Putting these results together yields a genetic covariance between full sibs of Cov(Go1 , Go2 ) =



1 Var(A) 1 1 1 + (Var(A) + Var(D)) = Var(A) + Var(D) 2 2 4 2 4



4. General degree of relationship. The above results for the contribution when relatives share one and two alleles IBD suggests the general expression for the covariance between (non-inbred) relatives (at an autosomal locus). Let πxy be the average proportion of alleles shared IBD between relatives x and y, 1 πxy = P (x and y share 2 alleles IBD) + P (x and y share 1 alleles IBD) 2 and let κxy = P (x and y share 2 alleles IBD) The genetic covariance between x and y is given by Cov(Gx , Gy ) = πxy VA + κxy VD If epistatic genetic variance is present, this can be generalized to 2 Cov(Gx , Gy ) = πxy VA + κxy VD + πxy VAA + πxy VA κxy VAD + κ2xy VDD + · · ·



This can be summarized on the following recurrence rules and boundary conditions: (a) Set πxx = 1 for all individuals x. [An individual always share 2 alleles IBD with himself.] (b) Set πxy = 0 for all pedigree founders x, y. [We assume that the pedigree founders are a random sample from the population.] (c) Let x and y be two individuals and let x be a non-founder with parents f and m. Then πxy =
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1 (πf y + πmy ). 2



Thus we can start from “the top” of every pedigree and work our way down to the through the pedigree to calculate the pairwise IBD score between any pair of relatives. For non-inbred pedigrees it is only full sibs that can share two alleles IBD. It should be noted that while the proportion of alleles shared IBD provides information about the genetic relatedness of two relatives there are some information lacking. For example a parent and an offspring shares exactly one allele IBD and they have a πpo = 21 . Two full siblings also have πxy = 21 but they can share both zero, one, and two alleles IBD. So although the average proportion of alleles shared IBD are the same for the two types of relations the underlying genetic relationship are clearly different. Environmental Causes of Relationship Between Relatives Shared environmental effects (such as a common maternal environment) also contribute to the covariance between relatives, and care must be taken to distinguish these environmental covariances from genetic covariances. If members of a family are reared together they share a common environmental value, Ec . If the common environmental circumstances are different for each family, the variance due to common environmental effects, VEc , causes greater similarity between members of a family, and greater differences among the means of different families, than would be expected from the proportion of genes they share. Thus, VEc inflates the phenotypic covariance of sibs over what is expected from their genotypic covariance. Just as we decomposed the total genotypic value into components, some shared, others not transmitted between relatives, we can do the same for environmental effects. In particular, we can write the total environmental effect E as the sum of a common environmental effect shared by the relatives Ec , a general environmental effect Eg , and a specific environmental effect Es . Hence, we can write E = Ec + Eg + Es , partitioning the environmental variance as VE = VEc + VEg + VEs We can further consider different possible sources of the common environmental effect Ec : • EcS or EcL : Shared effects due to sharing the space/location (different farms, cages) • EcT : Temporal (changes in climactic or nutritional conditions over time) • EcM : Maternal (pre- and post-natal nutrition) Thus, we can partition the environmental variance as VE



=



VEc + VEg + VEs



=



VEc S + VEc T + VEc M + VEc + VEg + VEs



Common environment effects mainly contribute to resemblance of sibs, but maternal environment effects can contribute to resemblance between mother and offspring as well. VEcS and VEcT can be eliminated, or estimated, by using the correct experimental design, but it is very difficult (except by cross-fostering) to eliminate or estimate VEcM from the covariance of full sibs. Further, cross-fostering only removes post-natal (past birth) maternal effects, it does not remove shared pre-natal maternal effects.



Kinship and inbreeding coefficients The kinship coefficient, Φxy between two relatives x and y is the probability that an allele selected at random from a locus on x and a gene selected at random from the same locus on y are IBD. Notice that by definition the kinship coefficient is exactly half the average proportion of alleles shared IBD defined above (when no inbreeding is present); the half comes from selecting the allele at random. The inbreeding coefficient, ιx , of an individual x is the probability that his or her two alleles are IBD. The kinship coefficient can accommodate inbreeding, and (using the same definition of the kinship
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coefficient as previously), we get that Φxx = 21 (1 + ιx ) where ιx = Φf m and where f is the father of x and m is the mother of x. The algorithm for recursively calculating average IBD sharing outlined above is easily modified to work with the kinship coefficient, 1 Φxy = (Φf y + Φmy ). 2 and can therefore be used to calculate the relationship between relatives even when inbreeding is present.



Allele sharing methods We have already touched upon two methods to estimate the genetic relatedness for all pairs of relatives. The IBD (or kinship) measure estimates the average genetic relatedness between two individuals. In some studies, however, it is not uncommon to have additional information about genetic relatedness at a specific locus. That means that we are not restricted to discuss the average proportion of alleles shared between two relatives but that we can condition on the observed information about the particular locus to infer the exact sharing for that chromosomal position. Both IBD and IBS can be used to score genetic relatedness at a locus when additional information about that locus is available. Genetic resemblance given observed data Recall, that two alleles are said to be identical-by-state (IBS) if they are scored the same. For example, two individuals with blood group AB share both of their alleles IBS, whereas two individuals with blood group A share at least one of their alleles IBS (because each individual can have a genotype for the blood group that is either A0 or AA). Depending on the type of genetic marker, two alleles do not necessarily have the same DNA sequence even if they are IBS (although the converse is true). In the following we assume that any information we have about a locus are from a co-dominant marker, where an observable genotype always corresponds to the actual genotype. Two alleles are IBS for a marker if they have the same length (i.e. the same number of repeats) regardless of the actual base-pair sequences. Let gij ≡ gi0 j 0 denote the event that allele j of individual i is identical-by-state to allele j 0 of individual 0 i , j, j 0 ∈ {1, 2}. The IBS score for two individuals, i and j at an autosomal locus is defined as   2 if (gi1 ≡ gj1 and gi2 ≡ gj2 ) or (gi1 ≡ gj2 and gi2 ≡ gj1 ) IBS(i, j) = 0 if gi1 6≡ gj1 and gi2 6≡ gj2 and gi1 6≡ gj2 and gi2 6≡ gi1 (1)  1 otherwise and indicates the number of alleles between the two individuals that are shared IBS. IBS is extremely fast to calculate for any pair of genotyped individuals simply by counting the number of identical alleles. There are, however, problems in using IBS scores for determining genetic relatedness. One “problem”1 is that IBS does not take into account whether two alleles can be traced back to the same ancestor. That means that founders essentially can turn out to be genetically related (this obviously can be remedied by defining and IBS score between founders to be zero). It also means that a parent and an offspring can share more than one allele. Recall also, that the IBD score for two individuals i and j at an autosomal locus is defined as 1 IBD(i, j) = P (i and j share 2 alleles IBD) + P (i and j share 1 allele IBD) 2 = P (random allele from j is IBD to allele i1 )



(2)



+ P (random allele from j is IBD to allele i2 ) where i1 and i2 are the two alleles of i. The IBD score measures the proportion of alleles shared identical by descent. Clearly, two alleles that are IBD are always IBS but the converse is not necessarily true (see Figure 2). 1 We will get back to why this is quite a serious problem in later lectures when we discuss linkage analysis, QTL analysis and association analysis.
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Figure 2: Examples of differences between identity-by-state and identity-by-descent calculations. A) The two offspring share 1 allele identical-by-state (the “1” allele) but share 0 alleles identical-by-descent as the “1” alleles in the offspring generation are inherited from different parents. B) The two offspring share both alleles IBS and share the “1” allele IBD. It is unclear whether the maternally inherited “3” allele is IBD in the children since the mother is homozygous. IBD scores for a locus are calculated for all pairs of individuals by tracing the origin of each allele through the pedigree. If there are ambiguities as to which allele an individual segregates to an offspring, an estimate of IBD sharing between two individuals is obtained as a weighted average, where each of the possible IBD scores is with the likelihood of observing the IBD score. An example of this is shown on Figure 2B, where the two offspring share either 1 or 2 alleles IBD. These two cases occur with equal d = 3 for that locus. IBD scores are easily calculated when all individuals are frequency resulting in IBD 4 genotyped as the alleles are relatively easily traced. Algorithms for computing IBD score for any type of pedigree containing missing data exist (Amos et al., 1990), but they use the pedigree likelihood to weigh different allele combinations, so they are marred by the same computational problems for large pedigrees having many untyped individuals. We will return to the pedigree likelihood in lecture 6. However, the problem of estimating locus-specific IBD scores is a regular combinatorial problem. Basically we have to go through all combination of possible alleles for each individual, find the combinations that are consistent with the observed data for the locus and then trace each allele for each combination. For example, see the pedigree shown in figure 3 with the available locus information. The locusspecific allele information is missing from one of the two siblings, x, but it is available for all other individuals. Let us assume that we are interested in estimating the locus-specific IBD sharing between x and y. If we use Mendels’ laws, we see that (from the founders) the four possible ordered genotypes for x is 11, 13, 21, 23. However, we also need to take into account the information provided by the z, the offspring of x. Since z has alleles 1 and 3 z must have inherited allele 3 from x (z cannot inherit it from her mother that does not even have a 3 allele). Thus, we can remove genotypes 11 and 21 from the set of possible genotypes of x. If x had any of these two genotypes he could not be the father of z. Mendels laws also give us that the two possible remaining ordered genotypes are equally probable. There is therefore a 1/2 chance that x has genotype 13 and 1/2 chance of 23. The locus-specific IBD score between x and y is d xy = 1 · 1 + 1 · 1 = 3 IBD 2 2 2 4



since IBDxy|x=13 = 1 and IBDxy|x=23 = 1/2. Following the same series of arguments we can calculate the locus-specific IBD sharing between z and y. That becomes d zy = 1 · 1 + 1 · 1 = 1 . IBD 2 2 2 2 2 We can also see this by realizing that the ‘3’ allele in z must originate from the same founder as the ‘3’ allele in y and that they therefore share exactly one allele IBD (the ‘1’ allele in z must be from the mother and is unrelated to y). Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based methods have been applied for calculation of IBD sharing. These simulation techniques make estimation of IBD sharing possible for the cases where likelihood
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Figure 3: Examples of estimating sharing at a specific locus where there is missing data. evaluation is intractable because of pedigree complexity and/or missing data. However, these methods have a tendency to get stuck in a subset of the parameter space (i.e., the vector of possible genotypes) because the possible genotypes for an individual is restricted by the simulated genotypes of the other individuals. Estimated IBD scores only depend on allele frequencies if the pedigree founders are untyped. Consequently, misspecification of the allele frequencies for calculating IBD scores, seem not to give a huge decrease in power to detect a QTL. This is mainly because misspecification of allele frequencies seldom results in a large change in the estimated IBD scores.
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